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Tokyo Tourist SFX pack
File Name
Japan,Hasedera,Temple garden,Running water,Birds,Mumbling voices.wav
Japan,Hasedera,Temple,Ext,Quiet corner,Footsteps,Gravel,Faint voices.wav
Japan,Hasedera,Temple,Ext,Zen garden,Raking gravel,2 distances.wav
Japan,Hasedera,Temple,Int,Crowd,Voices,Coins clinking,Busy.wav
Japan,Kamakura,Shinto shrine,Int,Coins thrown,Clapping,Tourists,Voices.wav
Japan,Kamakura,Shinto shrine,Int,Taiko drum,Chimes.wav
Japan,Narita Airport,Arrivals,Footsteps,Suitcases,Voices,Multilingual.wav
Japan,Narita Airport,Baggage Claim,Announcer,Multilingual.wav
Japan,Narita Airport,Rolling Sidewalk,Automatic Announcer,Hum.wav
Tokyo,Akihabara,Pedestrian crossing,Audio beacon,Urban drone,Footsteps,Various sounds.wav
Tokyo,Kyodo Station,Ext,Platform,Announcer,Male.wav
Tokyo,Kyodo Station,Ext,Platform,Trains passing,x3.wav
Tokyo,Kyodo Station,Int,Announcer,Entrance gates,Ding,Footsteps,Moderate crowd,2nd angle.wav
Tokyo,Meiji Jingu temple,Taiko drum,Tourist chatter.wav
Tokyo,Sakura area,Rain,Torrential,Fluctuates,Soothing.wav
Tokyo,Shinjuku Gyoen Park,Crows,Agitated,Urban Drone,Various sounds.wav
Tokyo,Shinjuku Gyoen Park,Crows,Flyby,Urban Drone.wav
Tokyo,Shinjuku Gyoen Park,Crows,Urban Drone.wav
Tokyo,Shinjuku Gyoen Park,Laughter,Urban drone,Sirens,Crows.wav
Tokyo,Shinjuku Gyoen Park,Picnic,Crows,Urban Drone.wav
Tokyo,Shinjuku Station,Corridor,Announcer,Footsteps,Busy .wav
Tokyo,Shinjuku,Cars,Traffic cop,Directing traffic,Whistle.wav
Tokyo,Train,Int,Kyodo to Shinjuku,AC noise,Announcers,Faint voices.wav
Tokyo,Tsukiji fish market,Ext,Loading dock,Styrofoam squeaks,Shouting,Busy.wav
Tokyo,Tsukiji fish market,Int,Styrofoam boxes,Beeps,Busy.wav
Tokyo,Tsukiji fish market,Int,Styrofoam boxes,Ice,Water,Sloshing,Busy.wav
Tokyo,Tsukiji fish market,Int,Styrofoam boxes,Mopeds,Shouting,Busy.wav
Tokyo,Tsukiji fish market,Int,Voices,Styrofoam boxes,Cooler hum,Busy.wav

Hzandbits Sound Effects

Description
Temple garden in Hasedera. A quiet corner with running water, birds chirping and faint mubling voices nearby. Tourists in the background.
Temple garden in Hasedera. A quiet corner, footsteps in the gravel, but only faint voices, traffic and birds heard.
Temple garden in Hasedera. Zen garden with groundsman raking gravel in patterns. He moves back and forth, left and right from mics.
Temple in Hasedera. Lively crowd inside, sounds of voices and coins being thrown into the wooden box.
Shinto shrine in Kamakura. Prayers being enacted, with coins thrown, hand clapping. Also some tourist chatter.
Shinto shrine in Kamakura. Taiko drum and chimes playing. Still the sounds of coins and tourists talking.
Narita airport arrivals. Large hall ambiance with footsteps, distant announcers and very faint music.
Narita airport baggage claim. Sounds of the conveyor belt and a multilingual announcer declaring the airport to be on high alert for drug smuggling.
Narita airport. Rolling sidewalk motor and announcer is heard.
Standing slightly to the left of large pedestrian crossing in Akihabara, Tokyo. Signature sounds of the traffic lights can be heard, footsteps, voices and city drone as well.
Kyodo Station about 11 am. Fairly quiet, with a male announcer heard over the speakers to the left. Suitcase rolling to the right.
Kyodo station about 11 am. Fairly quiet, with one train departing and two more passing through.
Kyodo Station, transit hall. Fairly busy, with lots of footsteps, announcements and music. Characteristic 2-tone bell sound of train cards activating entrance gates heard.
At Meiji-Jingu temple with lots of tourists. A Taiko drum is heard, as a wedding is taking place.
Heavy rain outside house in Sakura area. Distinct drops falling on AC unit, against the noisy wash of the rainfall, whose intensity fluctuates slightly.
Shinjuku Gyoen Park, with several large crows cawing in a somewhat agitated manner. Other birds and human voices heard against rather heavy urban drone.
Shinjuku Gyoen Park, short clip of crow flying from right to left, while constantly cawing.
Shinjuku Gyoen Park, crows cawing and fluttering in the trees, as people walk by. Heavy urban drone.
Shinjuku Gyoen Park, 2 or 3 concurrent picnics with people laughing. Crows and a siren in the background.
Shinjuku Gyoen Park, picnic with older women heard laughing and chatting joyfully, while a group of young girls are taking selfies with a stick in a tree nearby. Crows and other agitated birds.
Shinjuku Station, a transit corridor full of commuters. Male announcer heard in speakers. Slightly reverberant.
Shinjuku area, a traffic cop is directing traffic, whistling and waving. Cars and scooters whizzing by.
Inside a train driving from Kyodo to Shinjuku station, Dense AC noise, speaker announcements and faint voices.
Tsukiji fish market, the loading dock outside. Styrofoam boxes being loaded into vans or dumped empty in a big pile, while small electric carts drive to and fro.Very lively.
Tsukiji fish market, inside the halls. Sounds of styrofoam and ice, electric carts trundling past, beeping. Voices and activity.
Tsukiji fish market, inside the halls. Sounds of styrofoam, ice and water sloshing on the concrete floor. Electric carts trundling past, beeping. Voices and activity.
Tsukiji fish market, inside the halls. Sounds of styrofoam and ice, a moped comes by. Beeping of carts. Conversations.
Tsukiji fish market, inside the halls. Sounds of styrofoam boxes rattling on a cart, honking. Some shouting. British tourists. A cooler humming in the distance. Lively.
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